Southeastern Stamp Expo 2014

AWARDS
February 1, 2014

GRAND AWARDS

GRAND AWARD
Albert L. Briggs, *Domestic Rates & Uses of the Presidential Series* (Frames 11-20)

RESERVE GRAND AWARD
Charles O’Brien III, *The Eagle Has Landed!* (Frames 121-130)

ATHENS PHILATELIC SOCIETY MEMORIAL ONE-FRAME GRAND
James C. Cate, *General Banks Division* (Frame 31)

COURT OF HONOR PRIX D’HONNEUR
Alan Warren, *Us Byrd Antarctic Stamp: The Perforated Issues* (Frames 1-7)

AWARD OF MERIT FOR NON-COMPETITIVE EXHIBIT

ROWLAND HILL AWARD
Francis J. Crown, Jr., *For his Lifetime Contributions to Philately in the Southeastern United States*

SHOW AWARDS

GOLD AWARDS
Albert L. Briggs, *Domestic Rates & Uses of the Presidential Series* (Frames 11-20)
James C. Cate, *General Banks Division* (Frame 31)
Jeffery P. Bennett, *1939 Baseball Centennial* (Frames 51-60)
William J. Johnson, *James William Denver – The Man & His Times* (Frames 74-80)
Charles O’Brien III, *Sesquicentennial Exposition* (Frames 81-90)
Bill Dipaolo, *The Gentleman from Pennsylvania* (Frames 91-100)
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Charles O’Brien III, *The Eagle Has Landed!* (Frames 121-130)
Gary G. Hendren, *St. Louis Street Car Mail 1892-1915* (Frames 116-120)
Bill Dipaolo, *Usages of the 15 cent Prexy* (Frames 149-152)

VERMEIL AWARDS
Brian, Maria and Alexander Green, *Confederate Generals Mail 1861-1865* (Frames 41-50)
Arthur J. Cole, *50 Years of Service : The Unusual Career of Mr. Zip* (Frames 69-73)
Dr. Douglas Mattox, *Early Surcharge Issues of Tonga 1891-1896* (Frames 112-115)
Raymond Pietruszka, *Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic* (Frames 141-148)
Bill Barr, *First Issue of Papel Sellado 1640 – New Spain* (Frame 40)

SILVER AWARDS
Richard D. Woodward, *The Rimet World Cup of Soccer – 1930, 1934, 1938* (Frame 22)
B. L. Sprout, *The Atomium* (Frame 23)
Regis M. Hoffman, *Letters to the Stars!* (Frames 32-37)
James C. Cate, *American Freedom Train 1975-76* (Frames 153-160)

SILVER-BRONZE AWARDS
Jane K. Fohn, *Hill Country Honkytonkin Rita, Labrador Retriever* (Frame 21)
Dr. Mel Coe, *Marc Chagall Stained Glass Windows on Stamps* (Frame 38)

BRONZE AWARDS
Dr. Mel Coe, *Brussels Exhibition, 1958* (Frame 39)
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SOCIETY AND SPECIAL AWARDS

APS RESEARCH AWARD
James C. Cate, *General Banks Division* (Frame 31)

APS PRE-1900 AWARD
Bill Dipaolo, *The Gentleman from Pennsylvania* (Frames 91-100)

APS 1900-1940 AWARD

APS 1940-1980 AWARD
Albert L. Briggs, *Domestic Rates & Uses of the Presidential Series* (Frames 11-20)

APS POST-1980 AWARD
Charles O’Brien III, *The Eagle Has Landed!* (Frames 121-130)

AAPE GOLD AWARD OF HONOR
Arthur J. Cole, *50 Years of Service: The Unusual Career of Mr. Zip* (Frames 69-73)

James C. Cate, *American Freedom Train 1975-76* (Frames 153-160)

AAPE CREATIVITY AWARD

AAPE NOVICE AWARD
Dr. Mel Coe, *Marc Chagall Stained Glass Windows on Stamps* (Frame 38)

AAPE AWARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR TITLE PAGE
Charles O’Brien III, *Sesquicentennial Exposition* (Frames 81-90)

AMERICAN FIRST DAY COVER SOCIETY AWARD
Charles O’Brien III, *The Eagle Has Landed!* (Frames 121-130)

AMERICAN PHILATELIC CONGRESS AWARD
Bill Dipaolo, *The Gentleman from Pennsylvania* (Frames 91-100)

USSS STATUE OF FREEDOM
Charles O’Brien III, *Sesquicentennial Exposition* (Frames 81-90)

CHICAGO COLLECTORS CLUB AWARD
William J. Johnson, *James William Denver – The Man & His Times* (Frames 74-80)

CHRISTMAS SEAL AND CHARITY STAMP SOCIETY AWARD
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POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY GRAND AWARD
Albert L. Briggs, Domestic Rates & Uses of the Presidential Series (Frames 11-20)

US PHILATELIC CLASSICS SOCIETY AWARD
Bill Dipaolo, The Gentleman from Pennsylvania (Frames 91-100)

WOMEN EXHIBITORS STERLING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Regis M. Hoffman, Letters to the Stars! (Frames 32-37)

CLARK FEDERATION AWARD
Charles O’Brien III, The Eagle Has Landed! (Frames 121-130)

CLARK NOVICE AWARD
Dr. Mel Coe, Marc Chagall Stained Glass Windows on Stamps (Frame 38)

UNITED POSTAL STATIONERY SOCIETY MARCUS WHITE AWARD
Doug & Nancy Clark, The US Revalued Postal Stationery of 1971 (Frames 101-106)

ROSSICA SOCIETY AWARD
Raymond Pietruszka, Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (Frames 141-148)

Thank you for coming….see you at the Southeastern Stamp Expo 2015!